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All things begin with your heart
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I n our daily lives, it is not uncommon to hear people complain of

the situation that they are in, and complain of things being unfair,

or just complain of the world. Yet, the harsh reality also forces us to

admit that from birth to death, and from the past to the future, absolute

fairness does not exist in this world, and the fairness we see but a phan-

tom image reflected in people's value perception. In other words, if value

perspective was put aside, there would not be the issue of fairness, and

what we see is everyone's different fate of life. "You hold the key to

your future" being a well-known fable that everyone knows, many

people tend to ignore the significance of it, and irrefutably, I hold the

same viewpoint. Just like how our parents push us to surpass

examination, go to cram school, do you also reckon that you hold the

key to your life? Hence, it is less important to what you choose or be

chosen to do, but it is more important what kind of means, mentality
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and attitude you have in bracing forward with the task. The ability to

live it up the best you can would be something more enduring than

eternity.

As a case in point, value perspective could be a rather pesky thing.

Just as right now, everyone knows that light lies at the end of a tunnel,

yet many often overlook that the brighter the light the larger the shadow

would be. It is wrong to assume what kind of lifestyle is correct and

good, and what is wrong and undesirable, but ignoring the value of the

absolute true and false. True and false is merely set apart by a fine line,

and nothing is absolute. Just like how a Chinese stands in a crowd of

Americans, the Chinese would naturally be regarded as a foreigner, and

being different. Many people are confined to rules defined by the society,

and deprived of their lives and dreams.  And sadly, even reincarnated

Confucius cannot avert the situation. I do believe that many people fight

all their lives but never understand why they are trying too hard to find

things pass them by, and their dire efforts to find the right answer only

foster the beginning of another problem. Life itself could be a rather

simplistic matter, yet it is increasingly becoming a complicated matter.

" There are predestined fate determined by the celestial power

rather than by human intervention. Don't jump to the conclusion

of dividing the smart from the stupidity; things aren't always what

they appear to be until the final moments."

Though this poem-like verse from a puppet shows, life in itself is pretty

much so. Hence, irrespective whether you are especially blessed or

otherwise, or that your fate might bring you running around, none of

which concerns your fate. The key to broaden your life is your heart.

(The author is with the 32nd Coast Guard squad's duty battalion.)




